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Planet of the Talking Apes: The Dawn of Language 

As humans we do a lot of communicating every day. The  most important way we communicate — 

through language — is so basic we barely think about it. We develop language at an early age and use it 

throughout our lives without much thought. When we do think about it, we realize that language is an 

incredible gift, such an integral thing in our world that we cannot imagine life without it.  

In the world, numerous languages have existed, do exist, and have died out. But how did language 

arise in the first place? The origin of human language is a very popular and open topic with new research 

constantly being done. In recent years there has been a lot of scientific discovery and some answers have 

been found, but a lot still remains unknown. It seems unlikely that we will ever have answers that we can 

thoroughly prove, to the many questions we have about language’s origin. In fact, the research constantly 

gives new questions to study. 

                                                   Figure 1: The language tree  1

Today, climate change is making us think about the future of our species. Language evolved to help 

us work as a team and survive as a species, and once again may be the foundation not only for human 

survival, but for the survival of our home, the planet. This is a good moment to find out about the origin 

of human language. But we are not talking about etymology. We are not asking if a word in English 

 Source: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/07/140723111305.htm.    1
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comes from the French, or if a French word comes from the English. We are trying to go way back to 

when humans first used language (see Figure 1). This is way back in time!  

The first question is, “What is language?” The answer is not a simple one because other animals 

clearly communicate, just in a much less complex way. Many animals communicate, that is to say, they 

send each other signals (about food, spatial orientation, safety, mating) in various ways using smells, 

chemicals, touch, colors, and, of course, sound. Researchers have collected many examples. According to 

biologist Erin Gillam: “in many moth species, females produce chemical cues and males follow the trail 

to the females’ location.”  This is definitely a form of communication, although without words, and it is 2

essential to the survival of this species. If the female moths did not produce the chemicals that led the 

males to them, the species would never have any offspring (and we would not have holes in our jackets!). 

Even though we are not very conscious of it, humans, too, are definitely affected by one another’s smell.  

               Figure 2: An evolutionary chart showing humans and various monkey species  3

Touch is another form of communication. Gillam points out that “chimpanzees regularly groom 

other individuals.”  Chimpanzees and humans are closely related (see Figure 2), and humans also react a 4

 Erin Gillam, “An Introduction to Animal Communication,” Nature Education Knowledge, 3 (10): 70, 2

2011, http://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/an-introduction-to-animal-
communication-23648715, accessed 03/08/15.  

 Source: http://psych.colorado.edu/~carey/hgss/hgssextrastuff/hgss_apes/hgss_apeevolution.htm.  3

 Gillam, 2011.4
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great deal when touching one another. We meet new people by shaking hands, and we feel a lot of 

emotional charge hugging loved ones. Color is a form of communication: “the bright red epaulets of male 

red-winged blackbirds … are important for territory defense.”  (See Figure 3.) Color means a lot to 5

humans as well. For example, we associate different colors with different emotions. Animals 

communicate with sound: “Brazilian free-tailed bat pups produce individual-distinct ‘isolation calls.’”  6

The bat mothers can recognize and detect their pups from a distance.  

                                       Figure 3: A group of red-winged blackbirds in flight  7

These are all examples of communication, that is certain, but none of these forms of 

communication is language. The distinction between language and communication is not absolute, but it 

is a big one. Among all species, humans appear to be the only ones to have true language. To make this 

point, let us distinguish between animal communication and language. Animals can use highly complex 

methods of sending and receiving signals about concrete phenomena (danger, tiger!), emotions (I’m 

hungry!), and activities (build that hive!) to communicate. But, according to Robin Dunbar, a leading 

 Gillam, 2011.5

 Gillam, 2011.6

 Source: http://www.birdinginformation.com/birds/blackbirds-meadowlarks-orioles/red-winged-7

blackbird/.
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scientist of evolution and animal behavior: “language is getting across abstract ideas.”  Gillam’s examples 8

above support this distinction. In all four cases (whether smell, touch, color, or sound is being used), an 

animal is getting something across to another animal, but the content is purely focused on survival. 

Another way to define language is to say that: “for language, one must have the ability to take a finite set 

(words,) and rules (grammar and syntax,) to create infinite comprehensible combinations.”  Humans 9

appear to be the only species to have a vocabulary and rules for putting vocabulary together. Still, since 

animals communicate, how can we be sure that they do not have vocabulary and rules? We cannot prove 

it, but it is a good guess that that other animals cannot communicate something like: “doesn’t that hawk 

have a funny beak?”   10

                                          

Alex the Parrot plays a game                          Rico fetches a toy                                Kanzi eats a meal  11 12 13

Figure 4 

It is true that extremely intelligent animals who have developed close bonds with specific humans 

are able to mimic us using human language. Alex the African Grey Parrot, Rico the Border Collie, and 

Kanzi the Bonobo are famous examples (see Figure 4). Alex had a vocabulary of over 100 words, Rico 

 Robin Dunbar, Grooming, Gossip, and the Evolution of Language, Harvard University Press: 8

Cambridge, 1998, pp. 49 - 50. 

 Jason Goldman, “Is Language Unique to Humans?” http://www.bbc.com, 2012, accessed 02/24/15. 9

 Jason Goldman, “Is Language Unique to Humans?” http://www.bbc.com, 2012, accessed 02/24/15. 10

 Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alex_(parrot). 11

 Source: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1464252/Rico-the-collie-that-can-understand-200-12

words.html. 

 Source: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/picturegalleries/howaboutthat/8985122/Amazing-photos-of-13

Kanzi-the-bonobo-lighting-a-fire-and-cooking-a-meal.html?image=6.
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could understand over 200 words, and Kanzi was the first Bonobo ever to learn words.  But these 14

examples of animals mimicking limited chunks of human language in controlled circumstances are not 

the same thing as the independent use of language. It is true that communication, (as observed in both 

animals and humans) and language (as observed so far only in humans) use similar parts of the brain. 

Thus: “chimpanzees and humans use the same parts of the brain when communicating, suggesting a 

common ancestral root to our linguistic progress and raising the possibility of highly complex 

communication.”  But since mimicry and complex communication are not fully language, it is clear we 15

humans took another evolutionary step. The question is why?                 

We know that our species, Homo Sapiens, emerged about 200,000 years ago. But the hard part is 

dating when Homo Sapiens began to use language. We must surely have been speaking long before we 

were writing but (since there were no nosy reporters around with tape recorders!) we obviously have no 

records of early spoken language. According to Philip Lieberman, a cognitive scientist and anthropologist, 

early humans had at least some of the anatomical capability needed to speak, because chimpanzees have 

this too.  Lieberman suggests that “the current best estimate is that human speech, language, and 16

cognitive ability reached their present state sometime between 100,000 and 50,00 years ago.”  This was a 17

period of other big steps in human history. Humans emigrated from Africa around 50,000 years ago.  The 18

period from 70,000 to 30,000 years ago is called the Cognitive Revolution by historian Yuval Harari.  19

The next question to ask, then, is what prompted language to evolve at that time. The answer lies in 

grooming! This form of touch is one of the most important ways primates communicate. All primates 

groom each other, every single day, which is important because “social grooming is a commitment which 

 Gillam, 2011. 14

 Brandon Keim, “Humans and Chimpanzees Share Roots of Language,” wired.com, 2008, accessed 15

02/24/15.  

 Philip Lieberman, “Tracking the Evolution of Language and Speech,” museum.penn.edu, 2007, 15 - 20, 16

accessed 03/09/15.  

 Lieberman, p. 15.17

 Nicolas Wade, “Phonetic Clues Hint Language is Africa-Born,” nytimes.com, 2011, accessed 02/21/15. 18

 Yuval Noah Harari, “Sapiens,” HarperCollins, 2015, New York, p. 1.19
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cements a relationship, e.g. a friend.”  Grooming (see Figure 5) is an activity which builds and reinforces 20

social groups. It strengthens the ties individuals in a group have to each other, which makes defending 

territory or fighting another group much easier, because all the individuals are organized and comfortable 

together. For a primate, “being groomed relaxes the being, releasing natural opiates (like opium,) but only 

in small quantities, literally making us addicted to others grooming us.”  In larger groups, grooming is 21

even more important because of the stress of living with larger numbers of other individuals. But 

grooming also becomes less practical. Just imagine having to spend a great portion of each day grooming 

many friends, and finally being able to stop, knowing only that when you wake up tomorrow it will all 

start again. There would be no time to hunt, eat, or sleep (or write a term paper!). 

                       Figure 5: A mother chimpanzee grooms her young child  22

Early humans needed a way to fix this problem. One solution is that “as group size increases, 

animal grooming cliques increase as well to deal with the stress that larger groups can create.”  That is, 23

the big group works as a collection of smaller groups. But this is only a temporary solution. Inside these 

smaller groups, grooming may work better, but when all the groups come together, there is a big problem. 

 Dunbar, p. 44.20

 Dunbar, pp. 36 -37. 21

 Source: http://i.telegraph.co.uk/multimedia/archive/02540/potd-chimp_2540828k.jpg. 22

 Dunbar, pp. 68 - 69. 23
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Now, one has to know which individuals are associated with which groups and who has ties to one 

another, and who did not, and life is too socially complicated. But big groups had big advantages for early 

humans: “bigger groups helped us move into new territory and obtain more resources more easily.”  (See 24

Figure 6.) One would not want a group to have to fracture into pieces to be able to run smoothly. The 

problem was how to keep the big group together. In short, humans desperately needed to evolve a more 

efficient way of communicating than grooming. This is how language began. 

                        Figure 6: Early humans hunting in an organized group  25

To develop language, early humans developed a bigger brain. To be precise, it is not the whole 

brain that got bigger. Different parts of the brain have very different jobs, and inside the mammalian brain 

it is the neocortex that has completely changed out of proportion.  (See Figure 7.) The big brain of early 26

humans brought new problems. A big brain uses a lot of energy compared with its size. The ratio of size 

of brain to size of body is the largest in humans versus any other species.  The brain even consumes 27

energy while we are resting: “in Homo Sapiens, the brain accounts for about 2-3 per cent of total body 

weight, but it consumes 25 per cent of the body’s energy when the body is at rest.”  With grooming no 28

longer an option, and language critical, early humans needed to figure out a way to obtain this extra 

 Dunbar, pp. 118 - 119. 24

 Source: http://www.tarpits.org/la-brea-tar-pits/timeline.  25

 Dunbar, pp. 61 - 62.26

 Dunbar, pp. 3 - 4. 27

 Harari, p. 9.28
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energy: “archaic humans paid for their big brains in two ways. Firstly, they spent more time in search of 

food. Secondly, their muscles atrophied. … it’s hardly a foregone conclusion that this is a good strategy 

for survival on the Savannah.”  Indeed, accepting less muscle showed just how important it was for 29

humans to develop language. Dunbar sums it up by saying that since brain tissue is so expensive, it 

clearly cannot be there by chance, we must need it to survive.  We needed it for language.  30

               Figure 7: The neocortex of various species compared with humans  31

The bigger brain led to other changes in the body, which made us look more and more like we do 

today. For example, a new problem arose because “we needed larger brains to cope with our bigger 

groups, but we were getting slimmer and shorter in response to other ecological pressures.”  Our brains 32

were getting bigger when we were getting narrower, making it harder for women to give birth. The 

solution was for all human babies to be born premature.  Our diet also changed: “switching to eating 33

meat, also helped ancestral hominids to make significant savings in gut size without endangering energy 

intake.”   34

 Harari, p. 9.  29

 Dunbar, pp. 58 - 59.30

 Source: http://thebrain.mcgill.ca/flash/a/a_05/a_05_cr/a_05_cr_her/a_05_cr_her.html.31

 Dunbar, pp. 128 - 129. 32

 Dunbar, pp. 128 - 129.33

 Dunbar, 127.34
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Humans evolved bigger brains that could produce and process language. The exact neuroscience of 

language is incredibly complicated and only partially understood at present. But we do know that the 

neocortex is central: “our neocortex allows us to understand a structure composed of diverse elements 

arranged in a pattern representing that arrangement with a symbol, and then using that symbol as an 

element in a yet more elaborate configuration.”  This description of what the neocortex does fit in with 35

our earlier definition of language and discussion of the difference between language and communication. 

We explained that language, unlike communication, uses symbols and combines symbols. The physiology 

of the neocortex enables this. The neocortex contains highly folded grey matter which creates the biggest 

surface area possible. A big surface area means big processing power which, in turn, allows for the kinds 

of elaborate configurations and combinations that make up language.  

As language replaced grooming as a key means of communication, there were changes not only to 

the human body but also to how humans lived. A virtuous circle began. Bigger groups led to to the 

evolution of language, which in turn led to yet bigger groups. Our modern brain allows us to maintain 

good relationships with approximately 150 other people. This estimate comes from Robin Dunbar and it 

is now called Dunbar’s Number. Even though this number seems impossibly small relative to the great 

cities we live in, it is actually pretty close to human comfort levels. For example, it is the number of 

descendants an ancestral couple would have after four generations.  It is also the approximate number of 36

individuals in the unit of an army called a company. The number is also found from work in other fields: 

“sociological research has shown that the maximum ‘natural’ size of a group bonded by gossip is about 

150 individuals.”  37

With bigger groups, another virtuous circle began. By working together, humans developed 

technologies that allowed them to live and communicate in even larger groups. Think of the size of social 

networks that iPhones make possible! (See Figure 8.) But even today, when we live in huge cities, we 

probably still interact directly with about 150 individuals on a daily basis.  

 Ray Kurzweil, How to Create a Mind: The Secret of Human Thought Revealed, Penguin Group, New 35

York, 2012, pp. 2 - 3. 

 Dunbar, p. 71. 36

 Harari, pp. 26 - 27. 37
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                    Figure 8: A group of businesspeople spending time on phones  38

So, in conclusion, why do humans have language? The answer in this essay is Dunbar’s Social 

Brain Hypothesis. Humans are social animals and once they started living in large groups, they required a 

even more effective form of communication than before and so language was born. This is definitely a 

surprising idea because we often think of ourselves as primates with better tools than other primates (they 

have twigs, we have iPhones!) and we so therefore we must have developed big brains in order to make 

better tools. The Social Brain Hypothesis says this is wrong, we developed our big brains in order to live 

in big groups. Of course, one of the advantages of having a big brain is we can make clever tools, great 

art, and scientific discoveries. Considering how far language has helped humans come so far, the 

possibilities for what we could do and where we could go in the future seem endless. It is very likely, that 

before long, the planet Mars will hear the sounds of human language.  

 Source: http://www.breakingintomodeling.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Cellphone-crowd.jpg.38
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